, Z =2,Rgt(F) =0.029, 
Source of material
Oinhot destilled water and ensuing evaporation of the solvent. Differently coloured, mostly ideomorphous single crystals of dimensions up to 10 mm were obtained.
Experimental details
To reduce errors introduced by insufficient corrections of absorption effects, it was attempted to grind acrystal sphere in order to apply aspherical absorption correction in the course of data processing. The grinding produced an ellipsoid, whose deviation from spherical is characterized by the given max, mid and min crystal dimensions.
Discussion
Studying crystal chemistry, metal-water interaction and system of hydrogen bonds in different series of Tutton salts (Rb sulfates [1] , Rb selenates [2] , Cs sulfates [3] , Cs selenates [4] , Ksulfates [5] ) by single crystal and powder diffraction experiments, it is essential to conduct these experiments as similar as possible in order to reduce errors and obtain truly comparable results. Therefore, we redetermined the known structure of the potassium hexaaquamagnesium(II) selenate [6] with single crystal X-ray diffraction, resulting in ab etter agreement factor R 1 and determined the so far unknown crystal structures of the other compounds of the potassium selenate series. These are isotypic. 
